INTRODUCING HIRED! THE ULTIMATE JOB SEARCH COURSE!
Are you a professional in transition who is tired of struggling to find a job?
Have you been sending out your resumes but are not hearing back from recruiters?
Do you want the most ridiculously effective job search course you can get for your money?
Enter HIRED! The Ultimate Job Search Course, our new 7-module, self-paced, online job search course
that is unmatched in the marketplace for its rigor, effectiveness and comprehensiveness! HIRED! takes you
through a step-by-step protocol for surpassing your competition to land a job faster! It’s like a graduate
course in job search that can help you shave months off of your job search, for just a few hundred dollars!
Course Description:
Navigating a job search can be frustrating, daunting, and ineffective if done incorrectly. Job seekers need
to know how to develop a proactive job search. Upon completion of this course, students will be able to
use data from self-assessment tools to select a job title, analyze their career marketing documents,
analyze the strategies available to effectively access the hidden job market and the strategies to employ
before, during, and after a job interview. Job seekers will be able to differentiate between network
communication strategies, develop a job search social media plan, and analyze the resources available to
them in their job search.

Course Outcome Highlights:
•

Learn how to replace time spent online applying to open positions, with productive activities that will yield better
results.

•

Get clear on your goals, target function, industry and geographic region, to become more attractive to
employers, and create a job search blueprint that will help attract those ‘right fit opportunities’ to you.

•

Understand the mechanics of a good resume, how to separate responsibilities from accomplishments, and how
build a career summary that gets attention.

•

Learn to understand how social media can help – or hurt – your search, and how to make it work in your favor.

•

Prepare for the interview, and follow up after the interview, in a way that will set you apart from your competition.

•

Overall, become a more knowledgeable job seeker, and SO MUCH MORE.

